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(Comm. by K. KUNUC,I, M.J.A., Oct. 12, 1961)

1. Introduction. As we know, I.G. Petrowsky [1 defined the
p-parabolic single equation (p2, integer) as follows:- q-,a’**’ - --x u

(1.1)

I) ko<m, k--(k,,...,k); pko-k,-...-kpm, and where

and ] mean the summations of the terms; pko-k,-...-k--pm,

and the terms; pko- k,- -k<pro, respectively.
2) The roots () of the characteristic equation

/ a’($)-0

satisfy
(1.2) real part ($)--I], for some positive constant 6,

\--I /

Petrowsky I proved that this forward Cauchy problem for this
equation is well posed. On the other hand, he showed that, if there
exist 0 (real) and () such that
(1.3) real part ($0):> 0,
then the forward Cauchy problem for (1.1) is never we]] posed.

Is the condition (1.2) necessary? This is not true. However,
we want to show that the condition (1.2) is necessary, when we
restrict ourselves to the strongly well posed equations (whose de-
finition is given by definition 1.1).

Definition 1.1. We say that (1.1) is strongly well posed (as a
p-evolution equation), if (I.I) is well posed for any choice of the
lower par$: what we call the lower part is

Our purpose is to prove the following.
Theore 1.1. I order that he -evoltio eqtio (1.1)(p2,

1) It is elect that such e positive integer tsfying the endition (1..)mus

2) He proved this fact in the case where the coefficients depend only on for the
p-evolution systems.
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integer) be strongly well posed for the future, it is necessary and
sucient that we have (1.2)for some positive constant

The sufficiency was proved by Petrowsky [1, therefore we need
only to show its necessity. Before proving our theorem (1.1), we
remark the following fact: A necessary and sufficient condition in
order that the forward Cauchy problem for the p-evolution equation
(1.1) be well posed is the following: Denote the roots of the equation

(Ck))

by *(), then the real parts of the &*(), i--1, 2,.--, m, are bounded
from above (see L. Grding [2J).

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider the p-evolution equation
consisting only of the principal part of (1.1),

(g_, )-P ax, - + ’ a*’*) u,
((*)) \ t /

then the characteristic equation corresponding to the above equation is

p(; i)--+ a(*.)(i)--O.

Our aim is to prove the following fact. Assume one of (), say
(), become pure imaginary for some --211, I]1-1, then we
can choose a suitable polynomial b(i) of degree mp-l, in such a
way that the equation

(2.1) P(2; i)--p(2; i)+b(i)--O
has at least one root, say 2*(), such that
(2.2) real part 2*(1 I)--> + o, when
Put --g] ", /! 1--], then, (2.1) is equivalent to

P(; i]) p(/;i])+b(i) I’- O,
where s-degree of b(i).

We take now,
(2.3) b(i)--c(i)’
where is an index such that ]4:0, s is an integer such that

(m--)p<:s<mp,
(where is the multiplicity of the root () of p(; i)--O), and c
is a suitable constant (complex in general). Or it is equivalent to
(2.3’) b(i) =c(i],)’ .

In fact, put
() (; i0) (_o,),... (_)

where /2.--(2), j--l, 2,... k, are roots of p()--O, and p,0 is the
root corresponding to the 2(1
Then

i.Os mp mpP(ff; I$ I)-p(ff)+ ( ,,., I:1 -(ff-p)" Q(ff)-l-c(i)"
where Q(ff)_(ff_po),,...(ff_po,),, and Q(/):O.
This implies that P(g;] ])--0 has the roots of the form;
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(2.4) I l-w-,

Now, we can choose c in such a way that one of the quantity
(-c(i)’/Q(g))/, is real positive.)

Hence,
(2.5) real part @)=real part [(-c(i)’/Q())/,

x I +o(I I.,,
where a’>0, and () is a root of P(; i, I I)=0, or
(2.5’) real part (? If I) +. q.e.d.

This meas that if a p-evolutio (1.1) is strongly well posed,
then the condition (1.2) i necessary.

3. The case of a system of p-evolution equations. Now we con-
sider a system of p-evolution equations:

(3.1) +
+

where k I-- k,, O<ko<m#, k--(k,, k,..., k,), and ,s-("), ,s(")) are

constants.
Definition 3.1. We say that the system (3.1) is strongly well

posed (as a p-evolution), if (3.1) is well posed for any choice of the
lower part, where the lower part means those ones

Dnot by ,s(; if) th olynomial corresponding to th differential
orator of th principal part, which ha th form:

Then the characteristic equation of the system (3.1) is
(a.2) det (pu(J; i)) =0.

Theorem 3.1. In order that the system of p-evolution equations
(3.1) (p2, integer) be strongly welt posed for the future, it is neces-
sary and sucient that we have the following condition.

For al the roots () of (3.2), there exists a positive constant, such that
(a.a) real part &()--ll for all (0) real.

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1. As well as the proof of the case of
the single equation, put

3) We give attention to the choice of c: in the case I._>.3, c is arbitrarily chosen
except zero, this implies that we can choose c as real. However, in the case where

l=l, or =2, we cannot always take c as real. For example, p
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(4.1) det (p,(; i))--O.

We have N1 ---, m roots j(]) of the above equation.

Now we assume that one of (#), say p(r), become pure imagi-
nary for :]o, []o]:1.
Then

det (p(; i#o)):(_(#o)),... (_(o)),

where (1) is the multiplicity of the root (o), and ,:N.
Put
(4.2) Q(p) =Q(p; io):(_(o)).,... (_(o));:,
this never vanishes near Vo, (i.e. Q(p)0 at p=(o)).

On the other hand we denote by p$(z;i) the cofactor of
p(; i), and put p,(p, io);
(4.s) ,(, i)-(a-a,()),qS(a; i),
where v0, and then q(p; i)0 at --h().
Put
(4.4) --min v.Now we see that --1. In fact, the matrix (p(; io)) is similar
to the matrix

e,(a) o

o e(a)
where e(); i:1, 2,--., N, are the elementary divisors of the matrix
(,(a; io)).
Here we see that the elementary divisor e() is

e(p)- det (p(p; io)) Q(; io) (p_,(o)),-,
G.C.M. (p,(; io)) q.(p; io)

where q*(; i)0 at =p(o). If v--v:0, then e()will no longer
have the factor (_(o)), therefore, no e() has the cofactor
(_p(o)). Hence

det (p(; i)):e(p)e(p) e()
has no factor (_Z(o)), which is a contradiction. From the above
discussion, there exists p(p; i), say p(; i), such that
(4.4) p(a; i)=(a-a,(o)) q(a; iv).
Then we add a lower term to p(; i) as follows;
(4.5) p(p; i, )=p,,(; i)+c(i)’[ -,
where c is a constant (a complex constant in general), l is an index
such that 0, and
(4.6)

Consider the matrix

4) cf. foot note 3).
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,
obtained by replacing only the p,l(g; i/) of the matrix (Pij(g; iT)) with

Now we consider he system of p-evolution equations;

where P,, Ox-""’ Ox-P’ Ox---"’" Ox-
its characteristic equation is equivalent to

P(P;i, I I) *
(4.7) det ,- ]-----)---

-0.

Put V=Vo, and denote O(;ivo), q(; ivo) by O(g), q(g) respectively.
Then (4.7) becomes

(_(o)), [(_(vo)),-O()+q()e(iv), )e i,-, =o.
This implies that the characteristic equation (4.7) has the roots of
the form;

(.S) =,(o)+ (_ 0((0))
"’- tt .- +o(I I;).

Then, by choosing the argument of the constant c in a suitable way,
we see that there exists one root, say (0), satisfying

S--mlP

(4.9) rea part
where ’ is a positive constant. Then, this imp]ies that

real part
q.e.d.

At the end, the author wishes to thank Prof. Mizohata and ProL
Yamaguti, who have stimulated their interests in this subject.
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